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The subgigahertz spectral bandwidth of the lowest energy 1.5 �m Er3+ 4I15/2→ 4I13/2 optical transition in
Er3+ :Y2SiO5 has been increased to �22 GHz by intentionally introducing compositional disorder through
codoping with Eu3+ impurity ions. This illustrates a general bandwidth control technique for spectral hole
burning device applications including spatial-spectral holography and quantum computing. Coherence mea-
surements by stimulated photon echoes demonstrated that the increased disorder does not perturb the dynami-
cal properties of the Er3+ transition and, thus, gives the desired bandwidth enhancement without penalty in
other properties. The echo measurements and model analysis also show that phonon-driven spin flips of Er3+

ions in the ground state are responsible for the spectral diffusion that was observed for the optical transition.
These results collectively give a better understanding of both the nature of disorder and of the ion-ion inter-
actions in doped materials, and they also enable the high bandwidths required for signal processing and
memory applications at 1.5 �m based on spectral hole burning.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.77.155125 PACS number�s�: 42.50.Md, 76.30.Kg, 42.62.Fi, 78.40.�q

I. INTRODUCTION

One of the most challenging frontiers of optical materials
research is the nature of disorder and its effect on optical
properties. Disorder in optical materials spans a wide range
from glasses to nearly perfect single crystals, with both dy-
namic and static disorders producing distinct effects on the
optical properties. One of the emerging goals in the study of
disorder in rare-earth-activated materials is to understand
how controlled disorder may be introduced into nearly per-
fect crystals to enhance desirable material properties without
producing negative consequences for other properties. Single
crystals of Y2SiO5 doped with very low concentrations of
rare-earth impurities are particularly well suited for this type
of study. Previous work on Eu3+-doped Y2SiO5 demonstrated
how absorption spectroscopy combined with optical coher-
ence measurements on rare-earth probe ions can detect and
distinguish weak static and dynamic disorders in the host
lattice.1

In this paper, we examine the effects of disorder on the
properties of paramagnetic Er3+ ions in the Y2SiO5 host. The
exceptionally narrow Er3+ :Y2SiO5 absorption linewidths of
less than 500 MHz �or 0.02 cm−1� and long coherence times
greater than 4 ms, which correspond to a homogeneous line-
width of 73 Hz, provide particularly sensitive probes of
static and dynamical aspects of the crystalline environment.
The introduction of disorder through impurity doping to pro-
duce controlled modifications of the Er3+ linewidth demon-
strates a level of material engineering that allows selective
manipulation of properties desirable for device applications
such as spatial-spectral holography �SSH�.

The optical material Er3+ :Y2SiO5 is especially attractive
for spectral hole burning �SHB� and SSH device applica-
tions, because it has resonant transitions with long fluores-
cence lifetimes and large oscillator strengths in the important
1.5 �m optical communications band,2 and because it has
narrow homogeneous linewidths and correspondingly long
coherence lifetimes. The observed 73 Hz �Refs. 3 and 4�
linewidth is one of the narrowest homogeneous optical tran-
sitions yet reported in a solid. Numerous proof-of-principle
SSH/SHB demonstrations have been carried out in
Er3+ :Y2SiO5, which are motivated by the desire to enable
all-optical memory, switching, and processing,5–8 and, more
recently, quantum computing applications. This material has
also been exploited as a laser frequency reference providing
subkilohertz laser frequency stability, which is required for
some of the aforementioned applications.4,9–11

Among the important material parameters for SSH/SHB
applications are the homogeneous linewidth �h, which deter-
mines or limits the potential frequency resolution, the inho-
mogeneous linewidth �inh, which determines the signal pro-
cessing bandwidth, and the ratio �inh /�h, which specifies the
achievable time-bandwidth product. Previously, high-
bandwidth applications were predominantly carried out in
0.1% Tm3+:Y3Al5O12 by using the Tm3+ transition located
at 793.38 nm �vacuum� with �inh�17 GHz and �h
�4.2 kHz.8,12 While Tm3+:Y3Al5O12 possesses many favor-
able material parameters for wide-band optical processing,
the 793 nm transition does not fall within a major telecom-
munication band where inexpensive components are avail-
able in mass production. The material Er3+ :Y2SiO5, on the
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other hand, has favorable absorptions at 1.5 �m and exhibits
extremely narrow homogeneous linewidths, but until now
the achievable processing bandwidth in Er3+ :Y2SiO5 SSH
demonstrations is limited by its inhomogeneous linewidths
of typically less than 0.5 GHz.2,6 The work reported here
demonstrates that the inhomogeneous linewidth can be in-
creased by introducing disorder while preserving the homo-
geneous linewidth and other desirable properties.

II. EXPERIMENT

Weak disorder was deliberately introduced into
Er3+-doped Y2SiO5 single crystals by codoping Eu3+ ions at
1 and 2 at. % concentrations into separate Czochralski
growths of 0.02%Er3+ :Y2SiO5. The Eu3+ ions were chosen
because they have no optical transitions in the region of in-
terest and have a nonmagnetic 7F0 ground state13,14 so that
minimal magnetic dipole interaction is expected. The Eu3+

ions simply substitute for the same-charge Y3+ host ions and,
due to the very slightly different ionic radii, weakly perturb
the ion spacings and, consequently, the crystal field level
energies of Er3+ ions.

All samples were oriented, cut, and optically polished per-
pendicular to the three optical extinction axes15 and held in
an Oxford SpectroMag cryostat. Extreme care was taken in
crystal alignments as well as in monitoring of the tempera-
ture and magnetic field strength. Slight crystal misalignments
of less than 1° can cause a measurable effect on the coher-
ence properties and lead to some variation in the results be-
tween the samples.

The laser source was a home-made Littman–Metcalf ex-
ternal cavity diode laser with a continuous mode-hop-free
tuning range of �40 GHz. Absorption experiments were car-
ried out at T=5 K by using a collimated laser beam with a
waist radius w0 of 0.8 mm and an optical power of �5 �W
at the sample. The laser beam propagated parallel to the b
axis of the crystal, and the electric field vector E of the light
was chosen to be parallel to either the D1 or D2 extinction
axis of the crystal. The laser-absorption spectra were mea-
sured by tuning the laser with a chirp rate of �1 MHz /�s
and detecting the transmission through the crystal with a
125 MHz InGaAs photodiode. Reference transmission spec-
tra without the crystal were measured to correct the absorp-
tion data for laser intensity variations and interference
fringes. The transmission spectrum of a fiber Fabry–Pérot
interferometer with a 49.5 MHz free spectral range was si-
multaneously recorded with every laser-absorption spectrum
to provide a convenient comb of frequency markers over the
entire scan to allow for a precise calibration of the frequency
scale and to correct for any small nonlinearities in the
laser scan.16 The absolute frequencies of the
0.02%Er3+ :Y2SiO5 absorption lines were determined by
using a Burleigh WA-1500 wave meter that was calibrated to
an absolute accuracy of better than �50 MHz using a
NIST traceable H13C14N gas cell with a pressure of
10 Torr.17 The individual 0.02%Er3+ :1%Eu3+:Y2SiO5 and
0.02%Er3+ :2%Eu3+:Y2SiO5 laser-absorption spectra were
recorded simultaneously with 0.02%Er3+ :Y2SiO5 spectra in
a dual beam experiment to provide absolute frequency cali-

bration against the known 0.02%Er3+ :Y2SiO5 spectrum.
Stimulated photon echo spectroscopy was used to study

the influence of the Eu3+ impurity ion on the dynamic prop-
erties of the Er3+ optical center by measuring the decoher-
ence of the Er3+ ions. The echo measurements were concen-
trated on site 1 and were carried out as a function of
magnetic field at T=1.6 K. For these measurements, the
crystals were aligned with E �D2, B �D1, and k �b, and the
experimental details followed those described in Ref. 18.
Stimulated photon echo decays were recorded as a function
of the separation t12 between the first and second pulses, with
the waiting time TW between the second and third pulses
varied for each decay.

III. LASER-ABSORPTION SPECTROSCOPY

Typical laser-absorption spectra for crystals of each com-
position are shown in Fig. 1�a� for site 1 with the strongest
absorption occurring for E �D2, and in Fig. 1�b� for site 2
with the strongest absorption occurring for E �D1. Note that
the frequency axis is referenced to the peak absorption of the
0.02%Er3+ :Y2SiO5 crystal and that the absorption coeffi-
cient for 0.02%Er3+ :Y2SiO5 is given on the right vertical
axis.

Inhomogeneous broadening of the Er3+ transitions results
from the static disorder introduced into the crystalline envi-
ronment by the random distribution of Eu3+ impurities lo-
cated at Y3+ sites. The random distribution of impurity point

FIG. 1. Laser-absorption spectra with k �b at T=5 K
in 0.02%Er3+ :Y2SiO5, 0.02%Er3+ :1%Eu3+:Y2SiO5, and
0.02%Er3+ :2%Eu3+:Y2SiO5 �a� polarized E �D2 for site 1 and �b�
polarized E �D1 for site 2. Note that the frequency axis has been
referenced to the peak absorption of 0.02%Er3+ :Y2SiO5 and the
absorption coefficient for 0.02%Er3+ :Y2SiO5 is given on the right
vertical axis.
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defects should produce a Lorentzian broadening of the ab-
sorption lines directly proportional to the impurity
concentration,19 but the magnitude of the broadening is de-
termined by the nature of the interaction with the Er3+ ions.
The most important mechanism leading to interactions be-
tween Eu3+ and Er3+ is presumably the localized strain in the
host lattice and the modulation of the ion spacing due to the
ionic radius mismatch between Eu3+ and Y3. For the trivalent
ions, there is an effective ionic radius difference between
Eu3+ and Y3+ of 0.047 Å, while there is only a difference of
0.015 Å between Er3+ and Y3+.20 Another possible mecha-
nism for the increase in the Er3+ inhomogeneous linewidth is
an electric dipole-dipole interaction between Eu3+ and Er3+

ions.21 Further measurements of the broadening of the Er3+

transitions by doping with other impurity ions are required to
unambiguously determine the nature of the interaction
mechanism.

All absorption lines were observed to be well described
by Lorentzian line shapes, as expected.19 A weak structure
was observed in the tails of the 0.02%Er3+ :Y2SiO5 spectra
due to partially resolved hyperfine transitions22 of the natu-
rally occurring 167Er isotope. Other weak features in the tails
of the Eu3+-doped samples may result from the small number
of Er3+ ions, with Eu3+ impurities occupying nearest neigh-
bor or next-nearest neighbor lattice sites. For site 1, the
absorption for E �D1 was 50% lower in all crystals compared
to E �D2.2 For site 2, the absorption for E �D2 was ten
times lower compared to E �D1.2 The lower peak absorption
in 0.02%Er3+ :2%Eu3+:Y2SiO5—a consequence of the
line broadening—led to a greater uncertainty in the
measured absorption coefficients for both sites in that
crystal. We found that the lowest energy Er3+ 4I15/2→ 4I13/2
ground state absorptions in 0.02%Er3+ :Y2SiO5 occur
at 1536.4776�0.0004 nm for site 1 and at
1538.9034�0.0004 nm for site 2 in vacuum with the corre-
sponding frequency values of 195116.71�0.05 GHz and
194809.15�0.05 GHz, respectively. These measurements
provide improved accuracy over previously published
values.2,3 Transition frequencies for all samples were ob-
tained by fitting the absorption profiles and are given as fre-
quency shifts relative to the 0.02%Er3+Y2SiO5 sample in
Table I. We observed a line shift to lower frequency of
3 GHz per percent Eu3+ �900 MHz per percent Eu3+� for site
1 �site 2�, presumably due to the effect of the Eu3+ ions on

the mean ionic spacings and the resultant change in local
crystal field energies experienced by the Er3+ ions, as noted
above. The measured peak absorption coefficients and line-
widths for all crystals are listed in Table I. For site 1, the
full-width at half-maximum �FWHM� of the inhomogeneous
line is 0.34 GHz for 0.02%Er3+ :Y2SiO5, increasing to
11 GHz by codoping with 1 at. % Eu3+ and 22 GHz by
codoping with 2 at. % Eu3+. This corresponds to an
�11 GHz broadening per percent Eu3+ doping. For site 2,
the FWHM of the inhomogeneous line is 0.26 GHz for
0.02%Er3+ :Y2SiO5, increasing to 6 GHz by codoping with
1 at. % Eu3+ and 14 GHz by codoping with 2 at. % Eu3+,
which corresponds to an �6 GHz broadening per percent
Eu3+ doping. The effect on Er3+ crystal field energies of Eu3+

impurities substituting for Y3+ ions is much larger than the
effect of other Er3+ impurities substituting for Y3+ ions. In
previous studies, we observed that the concentration broad-
ening due to these lattice-strain-induced Er3+-Er3+ interac-
tions was �1.6 GHz per percent Er3+ doping for site 1 in this
material.23 For the Er3+ concentrations of 0.02% investigated
here, the Er3+ doping has a negligible effect on the absorp-
tion linewidths. These results may be contrasted with previ-
ous studies of the effect of Eu3+ concentration on the Eu3+

7F0→ 5D0 transition linewidth in Eu3+ :Y2SiO5, where a
larger broadening of 20 GHz per percent Eu3+ was
observed.13

IV. STIMULATED PHOTON ECHO SPECTROSCOPY

While studying absorption spectra provides an accurate
picture of the total effect of disorder on the impurity ion,
more advanced nonlinear methods are required to distinguish
between the effects of dynamic and static disorders. To de-
termine if the Eu3+ impurity doping resulted in any dynamic
disorder through localized structural fluctuations �two-level
systems� or modulated ion-ion interactions, the optical
dephasing of the Er3+ ion was probed over a wide range of
time scales by using stimulated photon echo spectroscopy.
The evolution of the linewidth with time provided by these
measurements also led to insight into the microscopic
Er3+ electron spin dynamics by measuring the effect of spec-
tral diffusion on the homogeneous linewidth and isolating
the different contributions to dephasing and ion-ion
interactions.18

TABLE I. Measured material parameters describing laser absorption with k �b for the Er3+ 4I15/2 to 4I13/2
transition at site 1 with E �D2 and site 2 with E �D1. The frequency shift is measured with respect to the
0.02%Er3+ :Y2SiO5 crystal, with the site 1 line center measured at 195 116.71�0.05 GHz and site 2 at
194 809.15�0.05 GHz.

Material Site 1, E �D2 Site 2, E �D1

Frequency
shift

�GHz�
�inh

�GHz�
�

�cm−1�

Frequency
shift

�GHz�
�inh

�GHz�
�

�cm−1�

0.02%Er3+ :Y2SiO5 0 0.34 50 0 0.26 55

0.02%Er3+ :1%Eu3+:Y2SiO5 −3.0 11 1.3 −0.9 6.0 1.9

0.02%Er3+ :2%Eu3+:Y2SiO5 −6.0 22 0.76 −1.7 14 1.2
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Stimulated echo decays were fitted to the generalized
echo decay function given by Eq. �3� in Ref. 18 from which
a time-dependent effective linewidth �eff �t12,TW� was ex-
tracted. The functional form for the effective linewidth as
t12→0 is given by

�eff�TW� = �h + 1
2�SD�1 − exp�− RTW�� , �1�

where �h is the linewidth in the absence of spectral diffusion,
�SD is the FWHM of the dynamic distribution of transition
frequencies due to spectral diffusion �SD�, and R is the char-
acteristic rate of the spectral diffusion process. The field de-
pendence of the spectral diffusion linewidth �SD �B� was
described by Er3+-Er3+ magnetic dipole interactions between
site 1 Er3+ ions and is given by

�SD�B� = �max sech2	genv�BB

2kT

 , �2�

where �max is the FWHM of the frequency broadening in the
high temperature or low field limit, genv describes the g fac-
tor of the perturbing magnetic moments that are randomly
distributed throughout the crystal lattice, �B is the Bohr mag-
neton, and k is the Boltzmann constant. For the B �D1 direc-
tion, site 2 has a much larger ground state energy level split-
ting compared to site 1 and, hence, site 2 spin flips do not
contribute to spectral diffusion for the magnetic fields and
temperature studied in this work.2 The field dependence of
the spectral diffusion rate R was best described by the one-
phonon direct process for spin-lattice relaxation involving
absorption or emission of a single phonon resonant with the
perturbing moment’s spin-flip transition and is given by

R�B� = R0 + �Dgenv
3 B5 coth	genv�BB

2kT

 , �3�

where �D is a generally anisotropic constant characterizing
the strength of the phonon coupling and R0 describes field-
independent contributions to the spectral diffusion rate.

Results of the stimulated echo analysis are shown
in Fig. 2 for �a� 0.02%Er3+ :2%Eu3+:Y2SiO5, �b�
0.02%Er3+ :1%Eu3+:Y2SiO5, and �c� 0.02%Er3+ :Y2SiO5,
where the evolution of the effective linewidth is mapped as a
function of TW for a range of magnetic fields from 0.8 up to
3.1 T at 1.6 K. Solid lines in the figure are least-squares fits
to the data using Eq. �1�, with fitting parameters plotted in
Fig. 3 and listed in Table II; note that �h was averaged over
all measured fields. Spectral diffusion was found in the
broadening of the linewidth as TW was increased; a plateau
was observed after several hundred microseconds, where the
contribution of spectral diffusion to the linewidth reached its
full effect. Larger magnetic fields dramatically suppressed
linewidth broadening due to an increase in magnetic order,
which demonstrates how the magnetic field strength may be
chosen to reduce the linewidth to a particular level required
in a device application. The data of Fig. 2 confirm that
codoping with Eu3+ ions did not affect the coherence prop-
erties of the Er3+ ions, as saturation levels were attained for
all samples at identical fields and waiting times. The only
noticeable difference between the samples was a slight in-
crease in linewidth at the longest time scales and largest

magnetic fields measured for the sample doped with 2%
Eu3+. While this behavior may be an artifact due to the dif-
ficulty of measuring echo decays at the longest time scales
studied due to laser frequency drift and weaker echo inten-
sities, this effect could also indicate a small increase in 89Y
nuclear spin-flip rates with increased Eu3+ impurity concen-
tration. This type of very slow spectral diffusion due to
89Y-Er3+ interactions has been observed in Er3+ :Y2SiO5 over
longer time scales,18 and nuclear magnetic resonance mea-
surements on other material systems have suggested that
doping with Eu3+ impurities can increase the 89Y spin-lattice
relaxation rate.24 While further measurements are required to
determine if Eu3+ impurities may perturb the 89Y spin dy-
namics in Y2SiO5, this weak effect would have no impact on
the decoherence properties of Er3+ over the time scales of
practical interest for device applications.

The consistency of the decoherence properties between
the different samples is particularly apparent in Figs. 3�a�
and 3�b�, where the field-dependent linewidth saturation val-
ues �max�B� and relaxation rates R�B� obtained from the fits
shown in Fig. 2 are plotted and all three crystals exhibit the

FIG. 2. Evolution of the effective linewidth for site 1 in �a�
0.02%Er3+ :2%Eu3+:Y2SiO5, �b� 0.02%Er3+ :1%Eu3+:Y2SiO5,
and �c� 0.02%Er3+ :Y2SiO5 at 1.6 K as the waiting time TW was
changed. The magnetic field was varied over the range from B
=0.8 T to B=3.1 T. Solid lines are least-squares fits to the data
using Eq. �1�.
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same behavior. For lower fields where the maximum spectral
diffusion broadening was not reached, estimates for R were
obtained by using the experimental values of �max and Eq.
�2� to estimate �SD, which allow R to be determined from
fitting the data to Eq. �1� with �SD held fixed at its extrapo-
lated value. Values of R estimated by using this approach are
indicated by solid symbols in Fig. 3�b�. Furthermore, for
cases where the spectral diffusion was completely sup-
pressed at high fields, no R values can be extracted.

Lines in Fig. 3 are least-squares fits to the magnetic-field-
dependent saturated linewidth �max�B� and rate R�B� using
Eqs. �2� and �3�, respectively. Both fits gave excellent agree-

ment for all three crystals, with fitting parameters summa-
rized in Table II. Small deviations between the individual
crystals can be attributed to slight crystal misalignments. It
should be noted that the measured ground state g value of
g=5.5 for site 1 with B �D1 was used for genv,

25 which
clearly indicates that the spectral diffusion was dominated by
spin flips of environmental Er3+ ions occupying site 1. The
value of g=5.5 used in this work is more accurate than the
value of 6.1 used in previous work,3,18 but the small differ-
ence in values does not have a significant effect on the fit.
Spin flips of Er3+ ions at site 2 were “frozen out” due to the
much larger ground state energy level splitting for the B �D1
direction.2 As expected, spectral diffusion was dramatically
suppressed for larger magnetic fields, and the functional
dependence of the rapidly increasing rate R with field unam-
biguously identified the direct-process phonon relaxation
as the physical mechanism driving the spectral diffusion
dynamics.

In some other material systems that we have studied, e.g.,
Tm-doped garnets with mixed Y and Lu host composition
�which also involves no charge compensation�, a similar in-
crease in �inh was also observed without increasing �hom.8

Many other cases are known, however, where the disorder
that creates additional inhomogeneous broadening is accom-
panied by a departure from stoichiometry and dynamic dis-
order modes that cause an increased homogeneous broaden-
ing. Such materials include Pr3+ in cubic zirconia,26

Eu3+ :Y2O3,27 Eu3+ :Y2SiO5,1 and Pr3+ :LiNbO3.28 What the
present work demonstrated is that homogeneous broadening
induced by disorder is an effect of specific growth conditions
rather than an intrinsic property of doping itself, which con-
firmed what was seen in Ref. 1.

V. SUMMARY

The static and dynamical behaviors of
0.02%Er3+ :Y2SiO5 crystals codoped with 1 and 2 at. %
Eu3+ ions have been characterized with laser absorption and
stimulated photon echo spectroscopy. It was demonstrated
that the signal processing bandwidth of the material can be
dramatically extended from �0.3 GHz up to several tens of
gigahertz and perhaps more, making the material suitable for
high-bandwidth SSH/SHB applications in the 1.5 �m com-
munication band where devices can be particularly important
and where inexpensive electro-optic components and fiber
amplifiers reduce costs. The extensive stimulated photon
echo data demonstrated that, while static transition frequen-
cies were randomly shifted, producing the broadened absorp-
tion and, consequently, broader bandwidth for applications,
the dynamical properties and spectral resolution of the Er3+

optical center were not affected by codoping with Eu3+ ions.
The observed spectral diffusion was accurately described and
predicted by spin flips of Er3+ ions at crystallographic site 1,
which was driven by the direct-phonon process. This insight,
coupled with detailed model projections, can now guide ma-
terial design and selection of operating conditions that en-
hance the capabilities of SSH and SHB optical technologies
and give a better understanding of both the nature of disorder
and the ion-ion interactions in doped materials.

TABLE II. Measured material parameters describing optical de-
coherence and spectral diffusion for the 4I15/2 to 4I13/2 transition of
Er3+ ions at site 1 for B �D1, E �D2, and k �b in 0.02%Er3+ :Y2SiO5,
0.02%Er3+ :1%Eu3+:Y2SiO5, and 0.02%Er3+ :2%Eu3+:Y2SiO5.

Material
�D

�kHz /T5�
�max

�MHz�
R0

�kHz�
�h

�kHz�

0.02%Er3+ :Y2SiO5 1.1�10−3 4.7 0.9 3.2

0.02%Er3+ :1%Eu3+:Y2SiO5 1.1�10−3 3.9 1.4 1.9

0.02%Er3+ :2%Eu3+:Y2SiO5 1.3�10−3 4.1 0.8 3.7

FIG. 3. �Color online� �a� Measured spectral diffusion linewidth
�SD and �b� relaxation rate R as a function of magnetic field for
0.02%Er3+ :2%Eu3+:Y2SiO5, 0.02%Er3+ :1%Eu3+:Y2SiO5, and
0.02%Er3+ :Y2SiO5 at 1.6 K. Solid symbols in �b� were estimated
as described in the text. The lines are least-squares fits using
Eqs. �2� and �3�, respectively, with the parameters summarized in
Table II.
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